Sea Explorers Guest Record
First Name: ____________________ Last Name: ______________________
Birthdate:_______________ Email: ___________________________________
Mailing address: _______________________________________
City:____________ Zip code: _______ Country______________

Divers Profile

Phone No.: __________________ Nationality:_______________

Certication level: _______________

Profession: ___________________ Departure date:__________

Number of dives: ________________

In case of emergency please contact:__________________

Date of last dive: ________________

_______________________________________________________

Nitrox certied:

Yes

No

Insurance reference no:_________________________________
Medical Certicate: Yes / No (if No, please sign the medical statement) Weights: ____kg/lbs
Anything we need to be aware of / special requests etc:
________________________________________________________

Regulator type:

3 weeks $69.00
30 days $79.00
Annual $99.00

YES NO

Please provide your credit card details directly to the manager.
Insurance policies are only valid AFTER successful payment.

Yes

INT
No

Equipment rental

Would you like to purchase a Gold Term dive insurance
from DIVE ASSURE to be covered from diving accidents?
1 day
$19.00
1 week $49.00
2 weeks $59.00

DIN

Diving with camera:

Optional dive insurance:

Belt
Integrated

Complete set
Regulator
BCD (size:____)
Fins (size:____)
Boots ( size:____)

Wetsuit (size___)
Dive computer
Mask
Snorkel
Others _________

To be lled up by the dive center only

Pre booked guest

Walk in

FOC by ________

Dive Package:________Dives/NLD

Sanct. fees inclusive:

Yes
No
Prepaid
Course:__________ Others: _____________ (Equipment/NTX)

Start here:
Date

Branch No. of dives Remaining

Invoice no:

Remarks

Date

Branch No. of dives Remaining
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Branch No. of dives Remaining
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AL -___________ by _________
AM -___________ by _________
DA -___________ by _________

CA -___________ by _________
MA -___________ by _________
CE -___________ by _________

Remarks

Participant's Undertakings, Warranties and Compliance with Safety Requirements for Scuba Diving
I am fully aware of the inherent hazards as well as the physical and safety requirements for scuba diving, and I
hereby voluntarily, knowingly and freely undertake and warrant the following:
1. I have been properly advised and thoroughly informed by Cebu Sea Explorer Water Sports Inc. (the "company") of
the inherent hazards of skin diving, freediving and scuba diving. (Diving is an exciting yet demanding activity).
2. It is my own and sole decision to participate in all water sport events of the dive center well as all other events (the
"events") on my own risk, responsibility and accountability. Accordingly, I hold the company, its principals, owners,
directors, ofcers, employees and agents free and harmless from any and all liabilities, obligations and claims arising
from my participation in the events. I shall not set up any liability (civil, criminal or otherwise, whether or not involving a
sum or sums of money or damages), claim or obligation arising there from against the company, its principals,
owners, directors, ofcers, employees and agents, and hereby release, remise and forever discharge them from
whatever claims, in connection with my participation in any of the events.
3. I shall take good and reasonable care of the equipment entrusted to me and that in case of damage or loss, I will
pay therefore including but not limited to the restitution of the equipment's full acquisition value as determined solely
by the Company.
4. I shall not dive in any of the following instances: After consuming alcoholic beverages or drugs, after taking strong
medication or if I am not feeling well. I will solely pay for any and all expenses that may be incurred by me for
participating in the events, including but not limited to the costs of transfer to and from the resort, sailing to and from
the dive spots, boat transfers, boat accidents, especially treatment, rescue and transport costs.
5. If I should suffer from any inability to make my own decisions, I hereby authorize the organizer to make such
decisions for my health, safety, welfare and well being as he solely sees t and necessary. The expenses that may be
incurred in such instances will be exclusively borne by my self or my legal representatives.
6. I hereby afrm that I have been thoroughly informed and properly advised by the company's staff on the safety
rules and regulations. I have accepted these rules regulations and will follow strictly the instructions of the dive center
staff.
7. All the information and data given by me herein are true and correct. Any and all losses or damages that may be
caused on account of or arising from my misrepresentation shall be for my exclusive account and responsibility.
8. Venue of all actions arising from or pertinent to this contract shall be led in the competent courts of Cebu City
Philippines to the exclusion of all other courts.
Sea Explorers safety rules and regulations
Before Diving:
Ÿ Every diver signs the guest record data
& waiver in his own language when
available
Ÿ Must present his/her certication cards
from a recognized diving association
(including Nitrox cards for those diving
with Nitrox)
Ÿ Must present his/her medical certicate
valid for one year. If there is no
medical certicate, a PADI standard
medical statement has to be signed.
Ÿ A second air source on the regulator is
compulsory.
Ÿ Buddy check before diving.
Ÿ The local dive guide is the leader of the
diving group. His decision has to be
respected and followed for everyone’s
safety
Ÿ A diver suspected to be under
alcoholic inuence or strong
medication/drugs is not allowed to
dive.

During diving
Ÿ Every diver has to show to the dive guide when he/she reaches
100 bars/1500psi and 50bars/750psi of air pressure in the tank.
Ÿ The dive is stopped when a diver in a group reaches the minimum
of 25bars/375psi in the tank.
Ÿ Max depth of 20m/60ft for open water diver or equivalent
certication.
Ÿ Max depth of 40m/120ft for advanced open water diver, deep
diver specialists or equivalent certication.
Ÿ Decompression dives are not allowed, dive only within the limits of
the RDP or dive computer.
Ÿ No gloves, if gloves are absolutely necessary, the dive center
must be informed and a medical certicate must be presented if
available.
Ÿ No collecting or touching of any shells, corals or any other
underwater creatures either dead or alive.
Ÿ Respect sherman’s properties such as active shnets, sh cages
etc. Don't go near or touch it.
Ÿ The branch manager or the local dive guide may stop a diver
from diving if his/her behavior underwater is destructive for the
environment or dangerous for the diver him-/herself or the other
divers.

I have read and understood the waiver and do hereby agree to the rules and regulation listed above
Signature over printed name

Date

Checked and received by

_____________________________

_____________

______________________________

